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Introduction

When you're up to your armpits in alligators, it's

hard to remember that your job is to drain the swamp.

While this statement lacks the polysyllabic elegance so dear to the com-

munication scholar, it is nonetheless an accurate description of the plight of

the public relations practitioner. The majority of that professional's work-

day is spent writing news releases, approving a newsletter layout, or wrest-

ling with problem of internal communication. The ultimate goals of a public

relations program are often lost in the shuffle. The practitioner is simply

too busy with the parts of the job to consider the sum of the ef1:orts.

Scholars have tae luxury of a wider perspective. To the scholar, the sum

of an individual's job is expressed in the definition of the field. In many

disciplines formulating a defini,ion is relatively easy. However, Public

relations borrows heavily on the skills common to journalism, advertising,

graphic design, marketing, photography, and personnel management. The

theories of the field of public relations reflect the influence of disciplines

such as sociology, psychology, business, and education. This multiplicity of

pqrspectives and techniques may, in part, explain why public relations is more

often defined by what it is nor, than, by what it is.

Public relations seems to be a field searching for an identity. One

example of this vagueness is the different job titles for public relation:

positions. A 1983 survey of the Texas Public Relations Association (TPRA)

membership revealed thirty-five different titles for the same public relations

function. 1

This lack of boundaries has not prevented scholars from trying bind

public relations to a definition. The problem is that there are nearly as

many definitions as there are scholars proposing them. The element most
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common to all of them, and the one most relevant for this discourse, is the

recognition of public relations as a planned, purposive management function.

The Increasing Need for Research

In today's marketplace and organizational hierarchy, planning means

research. Just as the wildcatter aho "smells" oil in the field is being

replaced by the geologist who maps ground strata, the hunch-playing publicist

is being supplanted by the public relations strategist. Those individuals are

trained in the ways to bring data to bear on decisions. They are aware of the

need to develop strategies as well as implement programs, and are knowledge-

able in the ways of measuring the effectiveness of thc3e programs.

As the skills practitioner has drawn heavily on other fields, so is the

public relations strategist beginning to use methods common to other disci-

plines. From marketing comes the concept of segmentation of the mass public

into smaller subgroups with shared characteristics. From communication comes

the realization that mass media are fragmenting into specialized communication

channels. Small group interv;ewing techniques commonly used in advertising

research help the public relations strategist le.Aru more about audience seg-

ments. And the skills sharpened by political pollsters can be adopted to test

out hypotheses in larger group settings.

The theories of other fields are also illuminating for the practice of

public relations. From sociology, we can see that mass mediated messages are

merely one part of an individual's social mix, and often not the most

important part. From psychology comes the notion that individuals select

certain messages from the barrage of media exposures. Other attitudanal and
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organizaLional nerspectives contribute toward making the public relations

office an information center for a new breed of management leaders, trained in

the use of verifiable facts and quantifiable data as decision-making tools.

Despite its obvious applications, research has not been embraced by the

public relations profession. The TPRA survey found that less than one third

of the associatikl's membership utilize research in d'isigning and implementing

their public relations program. Those that do use it spend lees than ten

percent of their time with research-related activities.

Some of the reasons offered for not using research center on a lack of

time to conduct research and money to pay for it. An even more popular notion

is that public relations is a "people" field, unresearchable because of the

whimsical nature of human behavior. In-depth interviews with practioners

reveal a more basic reason. Research, with its morass of analytical

techniques, is perplexing and even threatening. This is especially true for

those trained in the liberal arts, with skills honed in applied efforts,

rather than those with training in the hard sciences.

In spite of these fears, public relations is moving forward. The field

is undergoing change as the result of internal as well as external demands.

And, it is changing from a profession dominated by its practices to one

characterized by its function. In terms of day-to-day operation, leadership

of the field by press release writers is giving c.ay to management by planners

skilled in goal setting, strategy, implementation and evaluation.

Increasingly, public relations practitioners without these development

and evaluation skills will find themselves languishing in the back shop of

corporate America. While they practice their craft, others will dictate the

direction the profession will go.
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Our goal is to provide a perspective on public relations that helps those

seeking to develop strategies for the use of new media forms in public rela-

tions programs. In doing so, we have included a review of effects theory,

agenda-setting, uses and gratifications theory, and relevant sociological and

pyschological theory. While some communication theory has been criticized for

a lack of predictability and substantial explanation, it seems to ul that a

great deal of the theory reviewed works well in an applied context.

Also, included are findings concerning the packaging of media messages,

'essage content, and the relevance of these findings to public relations

efforts. Moreover, we have included brief examples of some ways emerging

communication forms have already been sed in public relation efforts. The

intent of all this is to provide a solid perspective for the practice of

public relations. Along the way, we hope we have lowered the water in the

public relations swamp.

Mass Media Research

As moderr mass media emerged in the Twentieth 1/4;entury, so did mass media

research. Early theorists of mass media posited the disquieting view that

those media had powerful effects. Thac theoretical position contended that

media practitioners could fire messages from the guns of communication to a

passive public, to direct public behavior. This came to be known as the

"bullet" or "hypodermic" theory.

This simplistic view of the interaction between message originators and

audiences gained favor, bolstered by such apparent verification as the

response to Orson Welles' radio dramatization, War of the Worlds. However, as

media research matured, it began to construct a differet view of the commu-

nication process, and the bullet theory began to crumble.
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The first challenge to the bullet theory began with the Erie County

(Ohio) studies during the 1940 presidential campaign. In that study, re-

searchers interviewed voters prior to the election to find out where those

voters were getting information and the importance of that information. The

study revealed that information flow is seldom a one step process from

communicator to communicatee. Rather, that information is processed through a

nexus of friends, co-workers, and so-called "opinion leaders." The one-step

theory, then, had to be modified to recognize that mass messages are subject

to influence from an array of sources. And, for many people, information

comes not from the media, but from others.2

The Erie County studies also that people with different backgrounds

reacted differently to the same message at different points in the communica-

tion process. For example, education, race, family background, and a number

of other fact.)rs were fould to influence reactio.1 to the mass media

messages. Those reactions also varied depending on the availability of tne

media, and the salience of the subject matter to the audience member. Rather

than any single message from any single source gaining dominance, it was found

that it is the tc'ality of information provided that helped these voters

arrive at their voting decision.}

If media are not all powerful, what then can be said about the role of

mass media and an audience? The most basic, fundamental statement is that

media play a number of roles at different points to satisfy different

needs. 4 Media at some points and for some people may be purely informa-

tional. Media may also be viewed as an innovation, subject to constraints of

adoption. Media may be considered part of a larger milieu that serves to

crystalize opinion and influence behavior. And, media may also be seen as a

way of passing time entertainingly.
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Recent communication research has focused on two non-competing perspec-

tives of the communication proces

The first holds that mass media are instrumental in setting the agenda of

public thought and discussion. Mass media may not be able to dictate what we

think, the theory goes, but they do establish what we are going to think

about. The theory has given rise to study focusing on the creation of the

public agenda, particularly with regard to the practice of journalism. Those

studies commonly examine the role of "gatekeepers," those who decide which

topics get placed on the agenda. 5

The second perspective views the communication process from the point of

view of the audience member. This position holds that individuals themselves

select the messages they want to pay attention to based on the importance of

the message and its salience to that audience member. In this way, audience

members are said to "use" media, just as they "use" products and services.

The perspective is known as tre "uses and gratifications" paradigm. 6

A Discussion of Agenda-setting

The mass media set agenda in very straightforward ways, and for very

practical reasons. Hundreds of stories are moved each day by the major news

services of the world. A local news editor must decide what he thinks the

readers of his newspaper (or the viewers of his television news program) will

find most interesting. Because these media provide us with an agenda for

discussion, we always reflect--to some degree--the tastes and preferences of

that news editor. Certainly, these "gatekeepers" are a major component in

determining the slate of public discussion and the issues that are uppermost

in the collective mind of the public.
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Media also set the agenda in ways that are less direct. Political candi-

dates welcome news coverage because the news media seem to provide a

legitimacy to their campaigns (witness Jimmy Carter's rise in the mid-1970s

from a former governor to a national figure). Mass media discussion of major

issues (herpes, AIDS, child disappearances) helps to move those items to top-

of-mind public awareness. Even when other factors bring the issues and items

:o the national spotlight, media play a pivotal role in the ways in which

these issues are interpreted.

The agenda-setting function of mass media is most obvious among those who

have yet to form an opinion on ar issue or candidate, service or product.

And, even in our information-overloaded society, there are those persons who

are uniformed and others that are undecided. Consider attitudes toward

Afgnanistan before the Russian invasion, the insanity plea prior to John

Hinckley's acquittal, or product safety before the Tylenol scare. To some,

issues may not seem pertinent. Others simply pay scant atter,rion to issues or

candidates until late in a campaign. As interest among these individuals

grows, however, the gates of media selectivity swing open. And, because of

the natural subjectivity involved in the production, processing, and dissemin-

ation of information, these individuals are recipients of someone else's

agenda.

A Discussion of Uses and Gratifications

Uses and gratifications theory posits that those in the interaction

between message originator and audience member choose to be a member of that

audience by selecting that message to attend to. This intrapersonal perspec-

tive on the communication process is not at odds with the interpersonal posi-

tion of agenda-setting. Uses and gratifications theory would simply hold that
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the individual selects messages from that agenda, depending on their relative

importance, for their reinforcement value, and as a way to resolve simul-

taneous and conflicting viewpoints.

This selection of communication messages depends on four factors--habit,

availability, consistency, and utility.7 The first two have been the subject

of a great deal of applied research, although academic researchers have not

found them popular topics for inquiry. Areas covered include audience

analysis, media diet, and media use. Key terms include "network, circulation,

readership, reach, frequency," and, with cable television, "penetration."

The contention that individuals select communication messages, just as

they select products and services, has led to media being examined within a

framework known as "adoption theory." This holds that media are perceived to

have attributes, as are products, and that these attributes are differentially

attractive. 8

Consistency and utility have been the subject of a great deal of

scholarly inquiry. Consistency theory is built on the notion that people

select communication messages that are consonant with pre-existing attitudes

and beliefs. In this view, individuals use communication messages to avoid

"cognitive dissonance," a state in which two or more conflicting views are

held at the same time. To prevent such a condition, individuals seek messages

that reinforce their existing views. And, they avoid messages that conflict

with tha' position. This is said to occur through "selective attention."9

"Selective perception" comes into play after an individual has opted to

select a certain message from the hundreds of media messages to which we are

exposed each week. This process dictates how that message will be

perceiverl. Selective perception contends that individuals see what they

expect to see. These "information cues," as they are called, support existing
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attitudes. Dissonant messages are played down, rejected, or reinter-

preted.
10 The process continues with "selective retention;" the tendency to

remember only consonant messages, or those that support existing attitudes.

Moreover, this "strain toward consistency" is itself inconsistent. It

varies from individual to individual and issue to issue. That variance

depends on the degree of commitment one feels. Unimportant issues are not as

likely to make one uncomfortable about holding momentary conflicting

attitudes. On the other hand, dissonant information about issues to which we

feel a committment are avoided, as are those that are critical of people we

like. Selectivity also varies with the amount of controversy associated with

the issue and the degree of confidence one holds in onn's own position.

Because confusion cannot be tolerated, selectivity leads one, generally, to

seek reinforcing messages. 12

Thus, we see that the effects of media are subtle rather than all power-

ful. And, media can be a force in setting the agenda of public discussion.

Moreover, audience members act as media consumers, picking media messages to

gratify certain needs. And, media messages are generally processed through a

network of trusted sources prior to the making of important decisions.

The next areas of review are the segmentation of mass audiences, and the

fragmentation of mass media.

Mass Audience Segmentation -Mass Media Fragmentation

World War II exploded with a force that charged the face of America and

the world. Women left the home to work alongside men in the factories. When

the war ended, many of these women decided not to return to their role as a

housewife. Change in the family structure resulted. Family discretionery

income increased, creating a revolution of expectations, and sweeping life-
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style changes. In addition, Blacks, Hispanics and other minorities demanded

recognition, along with Gays, Grays, and born-again Christians. Each group

carried with it its own unique traits, preferences, ways of viewing the world,

and its special lifestyle.

As the mass audience segmented, the mass media fragmented and

specialized. Now media caused old media to change. Radio proved it could win

the race to announce news first, causing newspapers to reassess and reposition

as a medium e.hat provides news "in-depth." Moreover, newspapers also began to

specialize in terms of content and locale. Financial newspapers emerged.

Neighborhood newspapers developed and grew. "Newspapers" filled completely

with advertisements became common

to
In a similar way, television forced radio/change its focus. The once

widespread networks of early radio were replaced by local stations, with

specialized formats designed to appeal to the changing preferences of local

audiences. For example, until recently radio station KBTL in Houston, Texas,

only played music by the Beatles in an attempt to appeal to the 1960s genera-

tion, the baby boomers that are now in control ,,f a sizable percentage of the

spendable income of the country.

Magazines changed in response to television. Mass circulation magazines

were replaced by specialized publications. The trend continues toward highly

refined content and strictly defined audiences. Ms. paves the way for Working

Woman, which in turn is followed by Working Mother.

Today, cable television, is causing over-the-air television to reassess

its position. New cable systems in scores of communities offer multi-channel

selectivity to their subscribers. Advertisers are already turning to these

12
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"narrowcasting" opportunities to reach select audiences. Eventually, televi-

sion rating services may find it beneficial to change from rating audiences by

size to measuring audience composition.

In each case, media specialized, narrowing their audience focus, and

emerged as channels for sending specifically tailored messages to select

audience segments. These audience segments are defined in terms of their

shared characteristics, including their predisposition to an issue, candidate,

product, or service.

Developing Public Relations Strategy

Jiven the segmentation of the mass audience and the divergence of

interests among those segments, it is obvious that it is futile to try to

please all segments. Public relations practitioners can, however, try to

mobilize behavior among those already predisposed to act in a certain way

(remember, one of the main "effects" of mass media is to reinforce existing

attitudes). To do so, '-owever, public relations practitioners must change

their point of view. To a great degree, public relations practitioners act as

though the bullet theory is still the dominant explanation of the interaction

of communicators and communicatees. And, they tend to concentrate their work

efforts on members of the media, rather than members of the public.

The TPRA survey found that a majority of the respondents spend more than

fifteen percent (16.2%) of their time on media relations. More than ten

percent (11.3%) of their time is spent writing press releases. Combined,

those two endeavors constitute the major activity of these professionals. In

fact, they spend more time in generating publicity than in any other activity.

Perhaps because of that, is is common for public relations practitioners

to measure the success of their programs not in terms of the audience they
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ultimately want to affect, but in terms of their impact on journalists!

Success is explained in terms of news coverage, rather than in attitude or

behavioral change.

This is not to discount the value of publicity, but it is seldom the

entire strategy. A strategy is simply a way of achieving a goal. It is not

the goal itself. Thus, the placing of news of a certain item in certain media

is not a goal, but a part of a strategy for increasing awareness, affecting an

attitude, reinforcing a predisposition, or directing a behavior. The goals of

a public relations program must be carefully developed, based on information

about relevant publics as the groundwork. That information includes a know-

ledge of the media diet, attitudes, and past behavior of that public

segment. Once the goals are established, strategy can be formulated and

implemented. At that point, other factors come into play, including message

packaging and content.

Message Packaging and Content

Messages may be thought of as similar to other "products." They can be

packaged and that packaging can make a difference in response. Direct mail

practitioners, for example, find that envelopes contructed from color paper

stock generate more return order requests than white envelopes. They also

have found that additional color on that envelope aids response, as do

graphics on the envelope. Moreover, a "handwritten" message asking the reader

to open the envelope for a reward inside works to increase response rates.

Personalizing the address, rather than merely sending the letter to an

If
occupant" is also an effective means of increasing response.13

Similarly, advertising researchers have found that color can produce up

to fifteen percent greater response than an ad without color. And, white
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space can also affect response to the ad. Moreover, it has been found that

fourfifths of those who read a print advertisement do not read past the head-

line and the key Ilustration. If the message is not included in those

components, then eightly percent of those who read the ad will be likely to

miss your message. 14

Advertising researchers have also learned that the most effective adver-

tising messages are those which clearly identify the target audience in the

headline (such a3 "Mothers of Cavity-prone Children"), and make a specific

promise ("Take Aim Against Tooth Decay"). The most effective advertising

visuals show the target audience actively engaged in the realization of the

promise (a picture of a child brushing his teeth, for this example). And, the

origin of that promise is crucial. It comes from the "key consumer benefit,"

u- the product feature which the consumer perceives as the most important. 14

In other words, the content of the advertising message is dictated by the

needs and perceptions of the consumer segment to whom the product is

"targeted." Good design and headline writing are effective, but only when the

ad is properly targeted.

Persuasive Content

Persuasion has been the subject of hundreds of journal articles. Other

scholars have distilled a few overriding suggestions and observations from

that work. The ones most relevant are listed below:

1. Communication is most effective when it is directed to segments of

the mass population, based on sharee characteristics, in specially

tailored messages, through specialized communication channels;
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2. Mass media are but one information source. For the most part, the

effects of mass media are to set the agenda in the absence of predis-

positions, or to reinforce the predispositions when they are already

in place;

3. Most mass media messages are screened by potential readers and

viewers. Those that are of interest (familar, important, etc.) are

attended to, and others are not;

4. When mass media are used as information sources, personal networks

are used as checks on that information prior to entering the informa-

tion evaluation stage of the communication process;

5. The so-called "mass media" are, in ;fact, comprised of specialized

media. Newspapers are geographically fragmented. Radio is comprised

of local formats. Mag zines are specialized by topic content.

Television is on the verge of such fragmentation with the widespread

adoption of cable television;

6. The most effective use of media for public relations purposes is as a

carrier of specially designed messages for narrow audience segments

already disposed to the goals of the public relations effort;

7. groper packaging of a message can positively affect the attention

given to that message; and,
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8. Persuasive techniques can be applied to message content of public

relations efforts, although such techniques are of questionable value

unless proper strategy, targeting, and implementation are in place.

hnd, from all of the above, we offer a definition of public relations as

the directing of specially tailored messages to specific audiences to mobilize

pre-existing attitudes and predispositions into desired behavior with measur-

able results.

New Communication Technologies

New communication forms are emerging that are particularly suited to

narrowcast specially tailored messages to special audience segments. They

include cable television, satellites, and videotex--which results from the

merger of traditional print and broadcast media with computer technology.

Cable Television

Cable television emerged in the late 1940s as a means of importing ever-

the-air television signals to rural and/or mountainous areas. A community

antenna was erected atop a local mountain or building to intercept television

signals from distant cities. That signal was then reinforced and sent on the

homes of those willing to subscribe to the service."

During the 1950s, the character of community antenna television (CATV)

continued. However, in the decade of the 1960s, the small "mom and pop" cable

systems began to be bought by "a new generation of entrepreneurs. "17 The new

owners looked to the major metropolitan areas, rich in potential subscribers,

and began to formulate strategies to penetrate Crose major markets. One of

the strategies was to build prototype systems that would be state-of-the-art,

complete with "addressable-service," and "pay car view." Out of this stategy

came first QUBE--Warner/Amex's state-of-the-art system. That was followed by

17
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INDAZ, the market offering of Cox Cable Communications. Both offer "tiered

service," in which subscribers may elect to pay fees in addition to the usual

recurring monthly charge for extra channels such as HBO, or Showtime. Both

have experimented extensively with videotex.

By 1982, the cable industry had grown from a handful of subscribers in

rural areas to some 30 percent of all U.S. homes, through more than 4,400

cable television systems. Subscribers were coming on to the cable through

those systems at the rate of 8,000 a day. 18 Those systems offer not only the

usual network programming fare, but also a multiplicity of channels. In many

of these systems, channel time can be purchased by the half hour, rather than

in the thirty and sixty second chunks that are common in buying network. And,

each channel can be looked at as an opportunity for narrowcasting to select

audiences. With dozens of channels available, the traditional problem "f

channel scarcity associated with the networks is eliminated. Advertising

agencies have been cautious about commiting to a cable as part of their media

mix budget, but the cable audience--described as "favorable to advertising"-

is developing.19

This relatively inexpensive medium, ideally suited for narrowcasting, has

given rise to a new advertising format including the "informmercial." Two

forms of an informmercial have emerged. In the first, an advertiser buys

sixty seconds of time (rather than the now standard thirty seconds). The

first fifteen seconds serve as an introduction, followed by the more or less

traditional thirty-second spot, followed in turn by another fifteen seconds of

'exit" material. For example a gasoline company might ask: "Dr know that

there are 10 things you can check that will usually tell you why your car is

stalled in tarffic? We'll be back in a moment to tell you what they are."

Following this narrative hook, a thirty-second spot for the gasoline company

18
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is run. At its completion, the "informmercial" continues with a listing of

the 10 items that are associated with a stalled automobile. That form of an

"informmercial" grows out of research that finds that interest in programming

content, as might be expected, carries over to interest in commercials

inserted in that programming. So, the advertiser, in effect, is creating his

own "show"--the car trouble show--and inserting his own commercial in it.20

The second form of an informmercial fits into the following scenario. An

advertiser purchases as much time as is needed to tell a story on a local

cable system (whether that is nine minutes or twenty-nine). Ads are then

placed in other local media announcing that the program will be run. If, for

example, tie informmercial concerns home computers, the ads might talk about

the wonders of the home computer for income tax computation, and invite

viewers to turn to "channel 39" at three or four different times of the

week. The informmercial then presents uses of the home computer, followed by

an explanation that the demonstration has used a certain brand. The announcer

then notes that anyone wanting more information (a home demonstration, or

whatever) need only call a local number (or a toll-free one) and information

will be forwarded (or an appointment made, or whatever). In cable systems

with a response key pad, the viewer need only touch a designated number on the

pad. Microprocessors assigned to each two hundred homes in such systems

"read" the response and relay the information back to a main computer at the

cable system's head-end (central headquarters). Then, information can be

forwarded by address.

Obviously, public relations practitioners could utilize a combination of

purchased and free media to promote similar programs. In fact, there are even

ways to gain completely free time on major city cable stations.
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The free time is available through a practice called "access." Through

access, cable time is provided free on an open "access channel" to representa-

tives of local government, local educational institutions, and the public at

large on a first-come, first-served basis. The access opportunity grows out

of rules and regulations promuLagated by the Federal Communications Commission

(F.C.C.) in 1972, amended in 1975, and finally tossed out by the U.S, Supreme

Court in 1980. Nonetheless, access provisions remain in the franchise agree-

ments hammered out between cable systems and the municipality in which they

operate in many of the larger communities in the U.S. Where stipulations in

the franchise agreement require it, local cable system operanrs may even

provide basic video production equipment free for those seeking to promote a

local organization or cruise. And, even though the F.C.C. access rules were

overturned three years ago, some cable systems still promise access as a means

of offering a competitive advantage over other cable systems competing for the

same franchise. More than $300,000 is being spent on access in Houston,

Texas, and New Orleans, Louisiana, will have multiple access centers in the

near future. 21

Some practitioners have already found cable to be useful in their

campaign efforts. As early as 1970, cable was being used in some small rural

communities to promote local issues. In Chillicothe, Ohio, in 1970, the local

cable system (TelComm) was a critical part of a communication campaign

conducted in order to gain voter approval for a bond issue to construct a new

hospital for the region. A series of call-in programs worked extremely well

in setting the agenda for discuslion of that issue. The program was promoted

through paid media, and the cable time was provided free by the cable

system. The issue was approved overwhelmingly, while many similar issues on

that ballot were defeated. 22
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In a larger arena, cable--combined with traditional television--has

already met the test of a presidential campaign. Seeking funding for the

campaign, those in charge of one candidate's campaign turned to cable and non-

network television. They purchased time on eight cable systems and seven

independent television stations. Supporters were then invited to neighborhood

cocktail particJ. At a prearranged time, television sets were turned on in

those homes where the parties were being t..,ted and the candidate made his

plea for $1,000 campaign contributions. It was highly successful. The total

cost of the fund-raising effort, was $140,000, or the came amount needed to

purchase thirty seconds of network time on M*A*S*H*.23 Obviously, the tech-

nique could be expanded to other fund-raising efforts.

The examples illustrate creative applications of new technologies to

traditional public relations activities. Moreover, those techniques need not

be limited to fundraising or the electoral process. Satellites can tie to-

gether cable systems, creating new networks and new public relations opportun-

ities. It is yet another way to reach special audiences with tailored

messages.

And, those cable audiences share characteristics mackedly differenc from

traditional network television audiences. Cable telev-,sion subscribers, for

example, watch more television than non-subscribers.24 In fact, 'Alt' aggregate

audience of cable television matches that of the third-ranked network with a

19 percent share of the homes using television. 25 Subscribers who watr:h the

automated news services (like a "crawl" of wire copy) do so at the expense of

radio news listening. 26 Repeated showing of a cable program increases

audience size, whereas repeated showing of a network program (the "re-runs")

decreases audience size. In fact, cable picks up the slack when the summer

re-runs begin on network television. 27 We also know something about the make-
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up of these cable audiences; they reside more often in single famili dwellings

and are more likely to have children at home.28

Satellites

II 1962, AT&T and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) launched Telstdr.29 That satellite was followed by Early Bird, a

"synchronous" satellite that can bounce messages between two ear h points.

These satellites, and those that followed, changed the earth from a planet of

isolated communities into a global village. With the satellite transmission

of the Ali-Frazier heavyweight championship boxing match in 1975, the

commercial worth of the satellite system was proven."

Today, satellites link systems of cable television, over-the-air broad-

cast stations, subscription television and more. In San Francisco,

California, clergy of the Catholic Church have used satellites to allow
...

priests to talk "flce-to-face" across the continent.31 Satellite is the

system used to link a number of religious programming networks.

Increasingly, satellites are seen as a means of importing distant signals

to rural parts of the globe, much as early cable television was used to import

the signals from uig-city television stations to rural America. These satel-

lites represent a tremendous opportunity for those in public relations. Their

use is Limited only by the creativeness of those who would use them.

Videotex

Videotex began as a technique for permitting the hard of hearing to enjoy

television by plaiting a textual caption at the bottom of the transmitted

picture.32 Prior to that innovation, cable subscribers had installed elec-

tronic systems to track subscribers' use of the channels as a means of billing

for special pay-per-view programs. Tr assist in billing, every two hundred
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homes was assigned to a microprocessor that kept a record of viewin, of pay

channels and programs. That microprocessor fed its collected data to a

central computer located at the cable system's headquarters (or "head-end").

Somewhere along the way, someone realized that linking the home television to

a central computer had, in effect, turnad that home set into a video display

terminal. With that realization came the new services that we lump together

under the generic label "videotex."

There are three levels of videotex service. The first is teletext. In

this system, textual "pages" are transmitted over the air in a fast, unbroken

cycle. Viewers with a specially equipped television set grab a page as it

cycles by. In this way, data such as news stories, personal records, library

material and the like can be stored in a central computer and be made avail-

able on a home television set. 33

The next higher level of service is viewdata. It is characterized by

data transmitted over telephone lines. With this type of system, users can

"interact" with the central computer, not only looking at their own bank

records but also changing funds from one account to another. In this way, a

home television set can be used to conduct any number of electronic transac-

tions from bill paying to video browsing.34

At the top of the videotex ladder is videotext (note the additional

n.
t ). A videotext system uses caole to deliver the data, making the system

more flexible and fully interative, and allowing for more use of more services

at a single time.35

Various experiments are already unde'-way. In Columbus, Ohio, Warner/Amex

pioneered QUBE. While QUBE's potential has yet to be realized, Warner/Amex has
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demonstrated the marketplace viability of the product. Cox Cable Company's

INDAX, though limited geographically, is more state-of-the-art. However,

service is still available on a pilot basis only.36

In fact, there are some forty-eight videotex projects underway in twenty-

two countries. Approximately $500 million has already been spent or committed

to this technology by industry, investors and governments. Some 2,300 elec-

tronic publishers (called "information providers" in the industry) are

offering a total of more than two million videotex screens in public projects,

with an additional two thousand videotex terminals estimated to be in use in

private systems. 3 7

Research already tells us a good deal about the users of these systems.

The most likely users are married, have a two-income household, use automated

teller machines for banking and telephone banking services, generally have

experience using a computer, and want videotex service for the convenience and

time-saving features, as well as to monitor local events and check local

theatres and restaurants. 38 At this point, the conLen: of the services is

less important than the degree of comfort the user feels for computer tech-

nology. There is little opposition to the concept of sponsored messages

(advertising) on emerging videotext systems. 39

An aspect of videotex that public relations practitioners should find

particularly interesting is that videotex is primarily an information

systems. rt is difficult to imagine a viewer "browsing" through the myriad

branching strategies of one of the videotext systems. They serve their user's

interest best when that user is seeking specific information on a special

subject, be that topic a news story, a product, or a service. It would seem

that the informational nature of such a system, coupled with the assumption

that one is seeking information, makes the medium of videotex an especially
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appropriate medium for those seeking to reinforce views or set an agenda.

That is because those seeking information are most susceptible to having the

agenda set by someone else. And, those seeking further information about a

product or service must already have some knowledge. or they would not be

seeking more informItion. In either case, the screens of a videotex system

offer an opportunity to influence attitudes, and to mobilize predispositions.

Where Do We Go From Here?

Given all that has been discussed, it becomes obvious that strategies

involving mass media messages--and they are but one part of all the activities

that might be undertaken as a part of a public relations program- -must rest on

a thorough understanding of the background, attitudes, interests, and life-

style of those to whom the messages will ultimately be directed. It is

equally obvious, given the limited effects of mass media, that public rela-

tions strategists must target their messages in the same way that advertisers

target messages--to identified, and narrowly defined population segments. It

is further apparent that the most effective means of reaching potential "con-

st_tuencies," or "significant publics" is through media that they watch or

read. It stands to reason that such an approach would also be the most cost

effective.

The new communication technologies offer an opportunity to utilize their

n splintercasting" capabilities to reach these specialized audience segments,

as do specialized media of all types. The specific ways of using them has,

thus far, barely been tapped. As the new media forms emerge, reshape, and re-

emerge, their potential can only grow. Finding innovative ways in which to

use these new forms to achieve traditional public relations goals is one of

the major challenges facing the field of public relations today. Meeting that
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challenge represents a goal. It is incumbent upon those in the everyday

practice of public relations to utilize what has already been learned to

develop strategies to meet that goal.
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